




Multipurpose furniture in a stylish design

by KlipKlap designs furniture and home accessories with a focus on multifunctionality and 
high quality. The fundamental idea behind the furniture is designing products with high  
functional versatility in durable materials and a stylish appeal.

A Daybed from by KlipKlap can be used as both a sofa or a bench with an integrated side 
table. The Daybench and Bench from the same collection can even function as elegant coffee 
tables. 

Our multifunctional mattresses in 35 kg OEKO-TEX® 100 certified cold cure foam, come in 
various styles that appeal to every parent who wants to support their children’s motor  
development. The biggest models in the collection, KK 3 Fold and KK 3 Fold XL, is a  
three-layered mattress that can be folded in a variety of ways, encouraging to many hours of 
play and at the same time stimulate your child’s motor skills. 
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KK 3 Fold + KK 3 Fold XL
With three foldable layers, the KK 3 fold is the ideal piece of furniture for both kids and 
adults. Use it for playtime with your kids, bedtime reading, lounge sofa or as a pouf in the 
living room. The functional mattress can also be extended into a guest bed.  

The design originated in an idea of challenging the motor skills in children. Eventually the 
piece turned out to accommodate many more functions than the original idea. 

The mattress is made of strong furniture textiles and high-quality foam and is available  
in 12 different colors and two sizes. 

KK 3 Fold - unfolded                                  
KK 3 Fold - folded  
                                    
KK 3 Fold XL - unfolded                            
KK 3 Fold XL - folded                                 

H/W/D:     12/150/180 cm
H/W/D:     36/180/50 cm

H/W/D:     12/150/200 cm
H/W/D:     35/200/50 cm
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KK 3 Fold Single
KK 3 Fold Single is our take on the classic and well-known foldable mattress. The three layers 
transform effortlessly into a wide range of forms that encourage to hours of play and quality 
time for the whole family. It can also be used as a single guest bed. 

The KK 3 Fold Single is available in 12 colors and made of high-quality foam and strong  
furniture textile. 

KK 3 Fold Single - folded                           
KK 3 Fold Single- unfolded                       

Tumbling mattress / guest bed
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Slide 
Lounge sofa

Tunnel

Chair
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H/W/D:     36/65/65 cm
H/W/D:     12/65/195 cm







KK 4 Fold
With its 4 foldable layers, the KK 4 fold unlocks even more functions and creative applications 
than the KK 3 Fold single. Stack it as a high or low pouf for the living room, a chair for the kids 
room, a small 2-seater sofa for the guest room or a tumbling mattress for playtime. Only your 
imagination sets the limit. 
 
Comes in 13 different colors. 

KK 4 Fold - folded                          
KK 4 Fold - unfolded                       
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KK Square
This spacious mattress serves as a firm and warm surface for playtime with your baby or just 
some relaxation on the living room floor or in the kids room. 

KK Square is made of a strong furniture textile and high quality foam and comes in 4 different 
colors. 

KK Square                           H/W/D:     8/115/115 cm

1150,0mm 1150,0mm

80,0mm
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KK Kids Chair + KK Kids Chair XL

Our KK Kids Chair allows your children to sit correctly in a chair, ergonomically tailored for 
their size. That means that the chair gives the correct amount of support and provides great 
seat comfort. It even has a small pocket on the side for books or other treasures. 
Additionally, the chairs are lightweight and can therefore easily be rearranged by the kids 
themselves.  

KK Kids Chair is recommended for children age 0-3 while KK Kids Chair XL is recommended for 
the 3-6 year olds. Both sizes come in 13 different colors. 

KK Kids Chair H/W/D/seat height: 50/43/33/15 cm

KK Kids Chair XL H/W/D/seat height:  63/49/42/23 cm

KK Kids Chair KK Kids Chair XL
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KK Bench

KK Bench is designed as a furniture for the hallway, however it also fits perfectly in the 
bedroom or living room. Just like the KK Daybed, it is possible to add your own personal 
touch to KK Bench, as you can style the free space with e.g. plants, books, vases or as a 
place for your bag. The seat cushion can be mixed in various high-quality textiles.

Materials:                                          Oak and Oak veneer
Frame colors:                                    Oiled Oak, Black Laquered Oak

KK Bench                                           H/W/D:     40/50/50 cm (with seat cushion)
Seat cushion                                     H/W/D:     12/38/65 cm 

Design:                       Charlotte Høncke
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KK Console Table

KK Console is a multifunctional table in a minimalistic design fitting perfectly in the living 
room or in the hallway. The table is divided into two rooms: one room is open and the 
other one is closed with a small lid making it ideal for hiding secrets.

The table can be used as e.g. a plant box, a mini bar or for storing your wallet, keys and 
other small objects.

Materials:                                          Oak and Oak veneer
Frame colors:                                    Oiled Oak, Black Laquered Oak

KK Console Table                              H/W/D:     90/80/30 cm

Design:                        Charlotte Høncke
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KK Daybed

KK Daybed is a multifunctional daybed offering a variety of styling options and functions 
as both the back cushions and seat cushions are removable and can be mixed in various 
high-quality textiles. Additionally, it is possible to style the daybed with just one seat 
cushion. In this way, you can personalize the free space on the daybed e.g. by adding 
plants or vases you prefer. 
 
The KK Daybed is a perfect addition to your living room, kitchen-dining area or hallway. 
 
In 2016, KK Daybed was nominated to ‘Furniture of the Year’ by the Design Awards in 
Denmark.

Materials:                                          Oak and Oak veneer
Frame colors:                                    Oiled Oak, Black Laquered Oak

KK Daybed                                         H/W/D:     42/80/185 cm (with seat cushion) 
Back cushion                                     H/W/D:     34/22/91 cm 
Seat cushion                                      H/W/D:     12/78/91 cm 

Design:                        Charlotte Høncke
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KK Welding

KK Welding is a range of plain cushions with different expressions. The collection consists of 
Welding Organic Pattern, Welding Big Dot and Welding Little Dot.

The cushions have a three-dimensional surface in a wadded material embossed with a  
graphic pattern. The inner cushion is of high quality and is made of 100% polyester which 
makes it firm and nice. Additionally, the KK Welding collection has a soundabsorbing effect.

Welding Organic Pattern
H: 38 cm / L: 67 cm

Welding Big Dot
H: 46 cm / L: 44 cm

Welding Little Dot
H: 46 cm / L: 44 cm
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Bouclé

The Bouclé cushions are made from a material of the exact same name. The fabric is 
known from the fashion industry where Coco Chanel introduced the famous bouclé 
jacket in a coarse woven fabric in the year of 1954.

Bouclé has an elegant expression and the cushions add both something delicate and 
a bit of roughness to your home. The cushions measure 44 x 44 cm and are available in 
various colors. The inner cushion is made of 100 % high quality feathers.
 
As an addition to the Bouclé collection, we have added the cushion ‘Wild Leaves’ in a 
floral print. This cushion can easily stand alone but is also a beautiful supplement to the 
classic Bouclé cushions.

Light Blue Dark Blue

Dark Grey Light Grey
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Dark Blush Warm Taupe

Light Taupe Light Green

Dark Green Wild Leaves
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KK 3 Fold sofa

The KK 3 Fold sofa is the first standalone piece in the multipurpose furniture collection.  
It is designed with a comfortable back support which makes it perfect for bedtime reading, 
movie watching or simply for relaxation. It even comes with two extra pillows for maximum 
comfort. Versatility does not even begin to describe the functions of this sofa. Use it as a 
large pouf for the living room, a small sofa for the kids’ room or an extension to the couch for 
a more loungy feeling. The sofa folds out to a maximum length of 210cm, making it perfect 
for sleepover guests.  

The KK 3 Fold Sofa is also suitable for developing children’s motor skills, like the rest of the 
models in the multipurpose furniture collection. Free your imagination and use it to practice 
stairs, crawling through tunnels, somersaults down a ramp and so on. 

KK 3 Fold sofa - folded as sofa           H/W/D:     48/120/70 cm  
KK 3 Fold sofa - unfolded as sofa      H/W/D:     12/120/210 cm 

Design:                            Tina Favrskov
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KK Daybench

KK Daybench is a part of the wooden collection and similar to the KK Daybed and KK Bench. 
The KK Daybench is meant as a small sofa or table to be styled in your own way. Cushions in 
two different sizes make it possible to use the KK Daybench in various ways. If using a  
3/4 cushion, you have a free styling space beside the cushion for e.g. your bag, vases or a 
beautiful plant. 
  
To turn the KK Daybench into a sofa, just add two ½ seat cushions and two back cushions and 
you have a classic sofa that fits well into a living room or hallway. Without cushions, the KK 
Daybench also serves as a table.
 
Materials:                                          Oak and Oak veneer
Frame colors:                                    Oiled Oak, Black Laquered Oak

KK Daybench                                      
Back cushion short                            
Seat cushion short                             
Seat cushion long                              

Design:                        Charlotte Høncke
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H/W/D:     42/60/130 cm (with seat cushion) 
H/W/D:     33/62/15 cm 
H/W/D:     12/65/59 cm 
H/W/D:     12/89/59 cm



by KlipKlap         Gåseagervej 14         DK-8250 Egå         T: +45 22 78 70 50         E: info@byklipklap.dk         www.klipklap.dk


